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Abstract - The methodology for design of flexible length blade is proposed in this paper. The power generation of a horizontal axis wind turbine 

is related to the cube of wind velocity and the square of the turbine diameter. The power produced at any given time is thus dependent on wind 

velocity and the rotor swept area of the turbine. Wind is variable in availability and consistency, thus to extract more power from the same 

variable velocity, it is required to vary the diameter of the rotor in order to capture the maximum power the rotor diameter must be increased 

during low wind speed and to decrease the rotor diameter by retracting the blades to regulate the electrical power and, mechanical loads during 

heavy wind gusts.A variable length blade can adapt length variation to accommodate low wind velocities and similarly high wind velocities 

during extreme conditions by extension and Retraction mechanism, thus increasing the operational time and power production of the turbine.  
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

Wind energy has become one of the fastest growing renewable 

energy resources. The power of the wind has been utilized for 

centuries to power sail ships, irrigate lands and grind grain. (Hassan 

1986). It is only in the last century that its potential to produce 

electricity has been harnessed commercially. The ability of a wind 

turbine to transform the wind’s kinetic energy into electric power is 

limited by few factors. These include the Betz limit, the availability 

of wind, swept area of the turbine blades and the wind speed [1]. The 

swept area of a wind turbine blade plays an important role as it is here 

that the energy is extracted and the larger the swept area the more 

energy is available for extraction. Aerodynamic losses and other 

mechanical and electrical inefficiencies reduce the total electrical 

power output.  

The rated power output of the turbine can only be reached under ideal 

design conditions, where the wind speed is sufficient to produce rated 

power. However the turbine will be producing power as from the cut-

in wind speed of the machine, just not rated power. When the wind 

speed exceeds  

 

The normal operational condition, the turbine is loaded 

(Mechanically or electrically) to control the power output. Under 

extreme conditions the turbine has to be stopped from operation due 

to safety and structural concerns in such conditions power cannot be 

harnessed though the resources are available, in such conditions it is 

required to design the blades of the wind turbine which can generate 

the power during high wind speeds. The Flexible length blade can 

generate power during variable wind speeds and improves the 

efficiency of the system. The concept of flexible length blade was 

patented by Dawson and it was published in 2010[4]. Pasupulati et al 

(2005) has developed variable length wind turbine blades, these 

blades are fitted with a tip that automatically extends outwards in 

response to light winds and Retract in stronger winds [5]. In this 

paper the methodology for design of flexible length blade is 

proposed, the effect of flexible length blade on conventional fixed 

length blade is discussed with the help of power curve.  

 

 

1.1 Need of flexible length wind blade 

• Improves production in low winds. 

• Allows turbines to continue running in higher wind speeds 

than standard bladed turbines 

• Improves capacity factor without running turbines beyond 

rated loads. 

• Allows areas with low wind speeds that could not support 

wind energy to be viable for development. 

• Reduces the need for different size blades for different 

wind regimes. 

• Lowers the cost of wind energy by improving annual power 

output. 

• Allows blades to be self cleaning for dirt and ice removal. 

• Reduces the uncertainty in availability wind energy.   

2. METHODOLOGY  

The methodology for the design of variable length blade consist of 

collection of wind speed data for the proposed location, selection of 

mechanism for the extension and retraction of blade, selection of  

optimum  airfoil for flexible length blade. The mathematical model 

for calculating the power of the wind turbine is given below.  

2.1 Mathematical model for wind turbine 

The electrical power output of the wind turbine is obtained by 

following relation 

    gPCAVP  3

2

1
             ……… (a) 

Where,   is Density of air, A is Rotor swept area, V Wind 

velocity, PC  represents Power coefficient and g is Efficiency of 

generator 

 

2.2 Aerofoil selection and aerofoil data 

 

For the proposed methodology two different airfoils are chosen for 

root section and tip section, In proposed methodology the airfoil with 

higher thickness to chord ratio is required so as to accommodate the 

mechanism for the extension and retraction of blade in the root 

section and to maintain structural requirements, SG6040 with 16% 

thickness to chord ratio has been selected as root airfoil to 

accommodate possible large root bending moment and large blade-

stiffness [3], Whereas for tip section the airfoil SG 6041 with 10% 

thickness to chord ratio has been selected as primary airfoil to 

provide optimum performance over a broad range of operating 
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conditions. The tip airfoil has been selected based on low operating 

Reynolds numbers and centrifugal stiffening effects of small 

Horizontal axis wind turbines. It has been seen that the SG6040 root 

airfoil and low-lift SG604l airfoil will enhance the energy capture of 

small Variable-speed HAWTs after running the BEM simulations in 

Q blade software.  

               
              (a) SG 6040                                              (b) SG 6041 

Fig. 1 Contours of SG6040 and SG6041 [3] 

The root airfoil (SG6040) and tip airfoils (SG6041) are shown in Fig. 

l. these two airfoils provide an excellent lift-to-drag Ratios over a 

broad range of lift conditions and are well suited for small variable-

speed wind turbines (Selig1998).  

 

2.3 Diameter variation criteria 

The power generated by wind turbine is directly proportional to cube 

of wind speed and swept area of rotor from equation (a), as the wind 

is unpredictable in its availability thus the only varying factor in the 

equation is the point at which the efficiency is calculated (swept 

diameter).  Increasing or decreasing the swept area of a turbine will 

have a direct and major effect on its power. In concept of flexible 

length wind turbine, the blades has to be manufactured in two 

sections root section and tip section, the tip blade has been inserted 

into the root blade in telescopic arrangement, Telescopic blade length 

systems can have multiple variation points. 

 
         Fig.2 Concept of flexible length wind turbine    

Fig.2 shows the variable diameters of turbine blade ( 2d ) is  

Diameter at variation point at which the blade will extend or retract, 

( 1d ) is Inside (hub) diameter and it has no power producing 

potential, ( 3d ) is Outside diameter it can be called as power 

producing diameter of the rotor. The power ratio between inner and 

outer swept areas has to be varied as per the   designer, but the tip 

part of the blade can extract more energy as compared to root and 

inner blade length. The power extracted in the outer swept area 

(distance from variation point of blade to tip of blade) is to be 

equated to a percentage, of the total extractable power for a maximum 

diameter equal to d3 Thus an equation for percentage (M) of total 

area equal outer area is given as.  
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The equation (6) gives the value of ( 2d ) Diameter at variation point 

at which the blade will extend or retract. Where M is Percentage 

indicator, , the Percentage indicator M shows how much power the 

external swept section must extract. in this study it is assumed that 

the outer swept section will be responsible of the extraction of half of 

the extractable power in the air stream and so the percentage indicator 

has been consider to be 50%, Now considering the maximum 

diameter ( 3d ) to be 2m, hub diameter 0.18 m thus the value of 

variation point diameter is obtained by using these input parameters 

in equation (6). The blade is designed using this diameter variation 

criterion in Q blade software and the respective chord and twist are 

obtained for every section of the blade.  

 

2.4 Blade Geometry 

The blade geometry is obtained in Q Blade software. The Q Blade is 

Open source software for design and aerodynamic simulation of wind 

turbine blade it comes with user friendly graphical user interface 

(GUI). In Q Blade software the simulations has been run based on 

Blade Element Momentum (BEM) theory. The fig 3 shows the 

geometry of wind turbine blade with SG 6040 as root airfoil and SG 

6041 as tip airfoil by importing the Co-ordinate file given by Selig 

et.al. The Performance of this blade has been analyzed by generating 

Cp- λ curve in Q Blade software.  

 
Fig3. Blade geometry 

Fig. 4 below shows the variation of Power coefficient (Cp) with tip 

speed ratio )( , Cp is Power coefficient is defined as the ratio 

between the actual power produced and the maximum power 

available in the wind at that speed, The tip-speed ratio λ or TSR for 

wind turbines is the ratio between the tangential speed of the tip of a 

blade and the actual velocity of the wind V. The Cp- λ curve gives the 

power performance of wind turbine. 

 

Fig. 4 variation of Cp with TSR )(  

The maximum value of Cp using SG6040 as root airfoil and SG 

6041as primary airfoil is 0.41 at tip speed ratio 5.5. Thus this 

geometry of blade can be used to design the flexible length blade. 

http://www.ijrmee.org/
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The geometry of blade (twist and chord) has been obtained by 

running BEM simulation in Q blade wind turbine blade design tool 

and it has been modeled in Catia V5R20, the drafted model of 

flexible length blade is shown in below section.  

 

2.5 Design of Blade 

The methodology for the design of flexible length blade consists of 

design of root blade, design of tip blade, selection of mechanism for 

the extension and retraction of blade, controlling of the mechanism 

by using microcontroller etc. In order to prove the concept of flexible 

length blade a small prototype has been developed which is shown in 

fig below. Flexible length blade of 1m length is modelled in Catia 

V5R20 which is shown in fig 5, it consist of root blade and tip blade  

and a transverse section in between two blades which will provide the 

clearance for the movement of tip blade inside the root blade.  

 
  Fig.5Variable length blade in extended position 

The Wind turbine blade consists of blade cleaning element, such as a 

Wiping element, a de-icer, and an Applicator. The blade cleaning 

element is attached to the tip blade in transition region. The blade 

cleaning element Remove unwanted material from the surface of the 

root element. 

 

 
Fig.6 Mechanism for extension and retraction of blade 

Fig 6 below shows the mechanism which is used in concept flexible 

length blade consist of DC motor, gear and pinion arrangement, 

microcontroller, wind speed sensors to sense the wind speed and to 

provide input to microcontroller.  

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table 1 shows the specifications of the wind turbine with flexible 

length blade. By using these input parameters the power has been 

calculated for blade during extended position and retracted position.  

Table1. Specifications of flexible length blade 

 Parameters Specification 

Length of root blade 0.8 m 

Length of tip blade 0.4 m 

Extended blade diameter 2m 

Retracted blade diameter 1.6m 

DC Motor RPM 60 RPM 

DC Motor Voltage 6V – 8V 

Cut in wind speed 2.5m/s 

Rated wind speed 11m/s 

Generator Efficiency 90% 

 

3.1 Power Curve for flexible length blade wind turbine 

Power curve of the wind machine (power output vs. Wind speed) 

indicates the electrical power generated at different wind speeds. The 

turbine starts generating power at a wind speed of about 2 m/s, 

designated as the cut-in wind speed, reaches near to its maximum 

power at the rated wind speed and ceases to produce any power 

beyond the cut-off wind velocity.  

Curve for flexible length blade in two positions fully extended 

position ( 3d ) and in retracted position ( 2d ), it is seen from   
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Fig.6 Power curve for variable length blade 

The graph given in figure 6 shows that, during fully extended position 

the turbine is producing very high power when the wind speed goes 

beyond 11m/s now if the turbine is rated at 1000W then it is required 

to break the turbine due to structural and safety considerations. Thus 

the energy is available but cannot be harnessed because of safety 

concerns and so to harness the power during the high wind speed as 

well the diameter of the wind turbine is retracted to design two. Thus 

the power is produced at more than 11m/s within the rating of the 

turbine. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The research has been carried out to improve the performance of     

wind turbines in varying wind speed conditions by means of varying 

the blade length. 

 Allowing for retraction or extension of the blade allows the 

swept area to be reduced or increased in conditions were 

fixed blade length turbines cannot operate effectively. 

 The turbine will be able to reach output power rating by 

utilising more or less of the available air stream and can 

thus deliver a more consistent power supply. 

 The power curve shows that during fully extended position 

the turbine can capture more power during low wind speed 

but when the wind speed goes beyond the rated wind speed 

(11m/s), thus instead of braking the turbine at this wind 

speed the blade is retracted to diameter ( 2d ) so as to 

obtain the power during wind speed more than rated wind 

speed. 

 Issues such as safety and turbine integrity during extreme 

wind speeds would be more manageable and the lack of 

sufficient energy during low wind speeds could managed 

by increased swept area. 
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